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Abstract
At present, our molecular knowledge of dystrophin, the protein encoded by the \textit{DMD} gene and mutated in myopathy patients, remains limited. To get around the absence of its atomic structure, we have developed an innovative interactive docking method based on the BioSpring software in combination with Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) data. BioSpring allows interactive handling of biological macromolecules thanks to an augmented Elastic Network Model that combines the spring network with non-bonded terms between atoms or pseudo-atoms. This approach can be used for building molecular assemblies even on a desktop or a laptop computer thanks to code optimizations including parallel computing and GPU programming. By combining atomistic and coarse-grained models, the approach significantly simplifies the set-up of multi-scale scenarios. BioSpring is remarkably efficient for the preparation of numeric simulations or for the design of biomolecular models integrating qualitative experimental data restraints. The combination of this program and SAXS allowed us to propose the first high-resolution models of the filamentous central domain of dystrophin, covering repeats 11 to 17. Low-resolution interactive docking experiments driven by a potential grid enabled us to propose how dystrophin may associate with F-actin and nNOS. This information gives a peak into medically relevant discoveries to come.
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Introduction

Dystrophin is an essential protein of skeletal muscle (1) encoded by DMD, the largest human gene. Given the cell membrane ruptures observed when dystrophin is lacking (2), as seen in the lethal genetic disease Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), dystrophin function is clearly crucial for muscle survival (3). By interacting with cytoskeleton proteins and membrane lipids, dystrophin enables shear stress resistance in muscle cells (4, 5). Nevertheless, in the absence of a more exhaustive structural characterization, dystrophin’s precise role at the molecular level remains poorly understood. The protein’s filamentous state and huge size preclude easy answers, but understanding dystrophin at a molecular level, including its structure, dynamics, and interactions, constitutes a key-step in the optimization of gene therapies for rescuing DMD.

Dystrophin is made up of four domains: a N-terminal actin-binding domain; a central rod domain comprising 24 spectrin-like repeats (R1 to R24) (6); a Cys-rich domain involved in the membrane dystrophin-associated glycoprotein complex; and the C-terminal end. These domains are connected by four hinges. The region of repeats 11 to 17 (R11-17) of the central rod domain is involved in crucial interactions with F-actin, nNOS, and membrane lipids (Fig. 1). It has been previously established that the R11-R15 fragment is associated with filamentous actin (F-Actin) (7, 8) and that the R16-17 fragment interacts with neural Nitric Oxide Synthase (nNOS) (9, 10). Both regions interact with membrane lipids (11, 12). However, few structural data are available for the dystrophin protein, and any of these concern the R11-17 region. Interestingly, this region is involved in the hotspot of the in-frame mutations leading to Becker Muscular Dystrophy (BMD) (13). Nevertheless, failure of nNOS recruitment at the membrane is observed in BMD patients, leading to a more severe phenotype (14).

In the present study, we developed a multi-scale reconstruction approach, integrating various experimental and modeling methods. As a proof of concept, the approach was successfully applied, resulting in the structural characterization of the central R11-17 region of dystrophin and its interaction with major protein partners.

With that aim in mind, we first acquired Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) data from multi-repeat dystrophin fragments. To elucidate the atomic structure of these fragments, we developed theoretical approaches (BioSpring experiments) based on an interactive docking concept (15). This uses an augmented Elastic Network Model (aENM) combining the spring network with non-bonded atoms or pseudo-atoms terms (16). Interactive docking is a user-centred approach that uses advanced 3D interaction devices during a docking simulation to allow application of real-time constraints to the proteins. Complementary to traditional fully-automatic docking approaches, our interactive docking software allows the user to manipulate and drive several flexible proteins to a bound state using his or her own knowledge and expertise of the biomolecular system, but all the while remaining constrained by the underlying biophysical interactions.
We started by obtaining dystrophin structural data using the aENM coupled to the volumetric data provided by SAXS experiments. Thereafter, the macromolecular complex was constructed using the aENM joined to the electrostatic potential grid computed from experimental structures. Interactive driving of the ligand to the receptor was enhanced using contact data obtained experimentally either from footprint-like mapping (trypsin digestion of lipid-protein complexes) or from in vitro and in vivo cellular experiments on mutant proteins. SAXS-based models provided either ligand (versus F-actin) or receptor (versus PDZ-nNOS) models for dystrophin docking with these two main partners. Beforehand, we performed a rigid low-resolution docking (Attract program) to extensively explore the most probable association modes for the starting structures later considered in the interactive docking step. BioSpring enables both the interactive optimization of the Attract poses following experimental contact mapping, and the evaluation of the effects of introducing flexibility in the molecular models upon their association.

Finally, we present here the first ternary complex composed of F-actin-Dystrophin-nNOS proteins, revealing structural features that could be related to the dysfunction of the truncated dystrophin forms observed in BMD patients.

Materials and Methods

**Molecular structures.** Similarly to our previous structural study (17), homology models for the R11-15 and R16-17 dystrophin fragments were obtained thanks to the I-TASSER web server (18), using an updated template library that includes the structures of the first repeat of both dystrophin and utrophin (19). The molecular dynamics (MD) optimized model of the R15-16 fragment was from our previous work (17). The actin filaments used to perform the docking experiments were 12-actinG polymers built from the CryoEM structures available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB codes 3MFP and 3G37). The nNOS PDZ crystallographic structure (PDB code 1QAU) was completed using homology modeling to fit Lai’s experimental sequence (10). This PDZ structure was submitted to Normal Modes Analysis-driven deformations using the elNémo server (20, 21) to produce several conformations. All structural data are shown in a schematic cellular context in Figure 1.

**Low-resolution rigid docking.** Rigid low-resolution Attract docking calculations were performed for both R11-15—F-actin and PDZ-nNOS—R16-17. The most relevant associations between the structures, that could be further associated interactively, were predicted through Attract exhaustive searches. Newly-developed parameters for the Attract force field were used during the docking calculations (22). Placing of the ligands, R11-15 or PDZ-nNOS for each experiment, was achieved thanks to density grids of 25Å and 10Å. A total of 157 starting points for the dystrophin R11-15 fragment were set all around the actin filament, creating a 140Å-high cylinder with a 150Å radius (see Supporting Information). The PDZ-nNOS had 381 starting points around R16-17. For each starting point, the 258 rotation standard value computed for the ligand was used. Final data was a result of 40,506 poses and 98,298 poses respectively for the R11-15—F-actin and PDZ-nNOS—R16-17 docking experiments. Ranking of the best poses was performed by sorting by complex energy and clustering over the ligand position with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of
60Å (F-actin docking) and 10Å (PDZ-nNOS). Best theoretical complexes were thus selected for their low energy levels (Attract function) and because they were the most populated clusters. Molecular contacts were defined with a cutoff distance between ligand and receptor of less than 5Å.

**Augmented Elastic Network.** The coarse graining of initial homology models and experimental PDB structures was performed in accordance to the rules defined by Zacharias (23). The augmented Elastic Network Model (aENM) combines the usual ENM model (harmonic functions) and non-bonding terms (Attract coarse-grain force field) as per our previous work (16) and similar to that proposed by Periole et al. (24) or more recently by Globisch et al. (25). The aENM model supports the use of multiple cut-off distances to designate a final spring network (Fig. 2A). It thus allows the assignation of more or less weight to secondary or ternary structures as needed. In this study, a cut-off distance of 9Å was used for backbone particles involved in secondary structure elements, and it was reduced to 5Å for other particles that belong to loops or side chains. The two resulting spring networks were merged into a final aENM model after the particles of both previous aENM models were linked by a spring if they were closer than the cut-off distance of 5Å. All-atom aENM was used for high-resolution reconstruct of the coarse-grain models. Double cut-off ENM had distances of 9Å for backbone atoms and 3Å for side chain and loop atoms, and 3Å was used as the distance cut-off to merge the first two ENM models. Atomic parameters, including charge and radius, were extracted from the AMBER99 force field (26).

**Potential grid.** Electrostatic potential maps were obtained from APBS calculations (27) achieved for the structure of the receptor molecules (actin or dystrophin R16-17 in each docking experiment) using the Amber force field and 50 mM sodium and chloride ions. APBS-provided electrostatic potential grid data in the OpenDX format are compatible with the BioSpring reading routine.

**Experimental volume maps.** SAXS scattering curves were analyzed using the ATSAS software suite (28). Twenty molecular shapes were generated using Gasbor’s method which is based on Monte-Carlo draws of hard-sphere distributions (one bead per amino acid) paired with cross-validation via scattering curve simulation. Oligomer program was used for weighing the 20 shapes (linear combination solution). Oligomer ranking showed that the best SAXS molecular shapes selected for both R11-15 and R16-17 fragments achieved a high rank (#1 for both) and high weight percentage (43% and 31% contribution to the scattering curve, respectively) as well as a low \( \chi^2 \) value (1.3 and 2.5, respectively). The volumetric data for the Gasbor molecular shapes were converted into a pseudo-density grid using the MDFF applet of the VMD program (29) at a resolution of 20Å.

**Interactive docking.** As in our previous studies (16, 30), the MDDriver library was used for data exchange between BioSpring calculations and VMD visualizations. The interactive simulations were computed on a 24-core desktop computer using a PHANTOM Omni haptic device (SensAble) for advanced 3D interaction. The 3D aspects of this device make it easier to pick an atom or a coarse-grained particle within the protein, which is intrinsically a 3D object. Haptic features allow the user to
feel the forces involved in the simulation through force feedback. The BioSpring software manages the aENM model and guides it through a density scalar field (read from data in the OpenDX format) by computing gradients to derive the force to be applied to a particle according to its mass (SAXS grid) or charge (APBS grid). A strict protocol was set up and used for the six experiments done for each scenario (envelope, orientation) to prevent a priori bias that might occur for the interactive fit simulation of models into SAXS volumetric data (for instance placing a specific coiled-coil repeat in a chosen spot of the SAXS envelope). Predefined backbone particle selections of each alpha-helix were used to translate the aENM model into the volumetric grid. The first step of the protocol consisted in the orientation of the aENM filament parallel to the molecular envelope. The entire aENM was then driven into the envelope. The aENM model was then stretched beyond both terminal ends of the molecular envelope, then was let to relax on its own, without interactive intervention, into the volumetric grid and over 20,000 calculation steps. In the case of interactive docking driven by an APBS potential grid, starting positions for the ligand were either set randomly or by using one of the best poses predicted from the preliminary Attract docking calculations. To complete efficient interactive simulations at an all-atom resolution on desktop computers, the OpenCL implementation newly developed by us for the BioSpring software was used.

**Structure validation and representation.** Validation of SAXS-based coarse-grained models was performed by volume overlap calculations in the Chimera program (31). The final atomic models were evaluated via the SAVeS metaserver (http://services.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES/), which combine different programs for molecular structure quality control. All figures were realized with VMD or Chimera.

**Results**

**Interactive fit of homology models into SAXS volumetric data: a quick and efficient method for producing reliable SAXS-based models**

An interactive volume fitting procedure (Fig. 2B) enabled us to reconstruct the dystrophin central domain in less than a minute. For the short fragment, obtaining a SAXS-based model was produced even if no interactive driving of the aENM into the volumetric data was performed. The good quality (see Supporting Information) of the models built following the interactive fitting procedure is based on two main features. Firstly, the robustness of the aENM allows us to maintain the secondary structure as well as the particle packing, thus avoiding the collapse of the structure so that reliable solutions could finally be obtained. Indeed, the basic fold of spectrin-like repeats in triple coiled-coil (17, 19) was maintained for each dystrophin repeat model. The flexibility of the model still enables individual alpha helices to kink or coiled-coil repeats to rotate towards each other as needed. Secondly, online visualization allows a good evaluation of the volumetric fit between the aENM and the SAXS envelope. This enables the user to discard bad subdomain placement in the experimental volumetric data. It notably made it possible to discriminate between the different N-terminal to C-terminal or C-terminal to N-terminal orientations stemming from the absence of linear shape polarisation of the SAXS volumetric data. The final interactive reconstruction of a SAXS-based protein structure model was done by
superimposing the all-atom homology model (aENM format) onto the final aENM position obtained by the preliminary coarse-grain interactive fitting, then by calculating the flexible volumetric fit with the all-atom aENM. The final volume overlaps obtained for the R11-15 dystrophin fragment were respectively 60%, 86%, and 92% for the static homology model, flexible coarse-grain model, and flexible all-atom model. Overlap percentages for the R16-17 fragment were 84% (homology), 87% (coarse-grain aENM), and 91% (all-atom aENM).

Given the fact that the R15-16 dystrophin fragment is unable to be produced in vitro, thus precluding SAXS data acquisition, we used the previously-obtained MD models (17) to merge the two SAXS-based all-atom models and to propose the first model of the R11-17 fragment of dystrophin. Final SAXS-based atomic models revealed the doglegged form of dystrophin’s filamentous structure. It is worth noting that alpha-helical structures and coiled-coil arrangements can be maintained despite the sharp kinks between several consecutive repeats (for instance between R14 and R15) that have been observed experimentally (SAXS molecular shapes).

Thanks to the interactive exploration and evaluation of the two possible relative orientations (N- to C-terminal end or C- to N-terminal end) within the SAXS envelopes, we found that the largest kinks are located at the R12-13, R14-15 and R16-17 junctions (linker regions). These linkers are either characterized as straight α-helices or as helices bearing a kink of its main axis. Indeed, SAXS volumetric data correspond to a time-averaged molecular shape, and the kinks we observed should correspond to a mean position between two existing extreme conformations. In fact, kinks could have the wrong amplitude but impose the correct relative direction between two consecutive repeats. These flexibility points were considered as “preferential adjustable regions” for the further dystrophin-F-actin docking interactions.

**Interactive fit of SAXS-based models into APBS potential grids: how to create a theoretical complex using guidelines produced by systematic low-resolution docking combined with footprint-like experimental data**

We explored the association modes between dystrophin and F-actin by analyzing the two available isoforms of filamentous actin when associated with with ADP (3MPF) or with ADP, PO_{4}^{2-} and Mg^{2+} (3G37). We considered these two conformational states to be representative of changes that could occur in vivo in a stretched or relaxed muscle cell, and each was used as static receptor conformations for the interactive docking experiments.

The low-resolution Attract docking experiments provided evidence for the most probable F-actin molecular surfaces that could interact with the R11-15 SAXS-based model. A parallel orientation of both filaments seemed favoured, and the dystrophin fragment is inserted in a F-actin hydrophobic groove and surrounded by small electronegative patches. This latter point is in agreement with the observation that the R11 to R15 repeats are among the most positively-charged dystrophin repeats (17). It appears that the three best complexes obtained by Attract, independently from the F-actin structures, ie with or without Mg^{2+}, showed very similar contact
patterns. The first type of association (clusters ranked #1 and #2) showed preferential contacts between dystrophin’s R14 and R15 repeats and F-actin, while R11 to R13 showed only poor contacts with the actin filament. The second association mode (clusters ranked #3) highlights preferential contacts between R11 and R12 repeats and F-actin. We completed contact frequency mapping by recording the contacts between both proteins with an inter-particle distance ≤ 5 Å in the first 20 molecular complexes clusters obtained by the rigid docking search. We used this mapping to visualize the most probable contact surface on the F-actin. This first docking using Attract did not allow dystrophin flexibility and likely avoids a proper contact between the two filaments, which would explain the discrepancy between the two best solutions with two different regions of dystrophin.

We therefore next used a flexible docking approach with BioSpring. The driving force in interactive docking with BioSpring was provided by an APBS electrostatic potential grid computed on the F-actin experimental isoforms. This docking strategy seems highly relevant because of the predicted importance of electrostatics in the interaction of dystrophin with F-actin (12). As an APBS map is calculated for experimental static structures, we considered the F-actin to be a static molecular shape, thus avoiding the miscorrelation in the spatial distribution of volume and electrostatics that would occur if we had proposed a flexible model (aENM) for the receptor filament. Interactive BioSpring docking enabled a flexible adaptation of dystrophin to the static F-actin molecular surface following the identified interaction groove predicted by the Attract-provided static low-resolution search. As shown in Figure 3, graphical rendering of the molecular surface potentials of F-actin during the interactive docking proved to be a powerful help in the interpretation of the dynamic behaviour of the R11-15 dystrophin ligand driven into the potential grid of the F-actin receptor.

The interactive flexible simulation enabled us to obtain a macromolecular complex in agreement with experimental data. In fact, we had previously (33) performed a MSMS analysis after trypsin digestion of R11-15 in interaction with liposomes: the peptide fragments accessible to trypsin proteolysis were predicted to be free of phospholipid interactions and therefore to be potentially involved in another interaction, such as with F-actin. The conclusion then was that helices B and C of repeat R13 and helices A and B of repeat R14 could be involved in an interaction with the actin filament.

We selected the two best association modes proposed by Attract docking as our starting point for the interactive docking simulations. Using these, it appeared that matching the experimental contact restraints would impose a change in the R12 and R13 positioning towards the F-actin filament (Fig. 3). Indeed, in all the Attract poses, a contact between helix C of R12 is observed and should be avoided, as the region is expected to preferentially interact with sarcolemma phospholipids. The torsion of the R12-13 linker region allowed us to interactively match the previously-observed experimental contacts, and led to a decrease in the kink angle observed in the SAXS-based model. Looking at the macromolecular complex, it appears that the dystrophin showed a modified topography when compared to the SAXS-based model obtained in solution, as the succession of repeats from R11 to R13 show a rather linear filamentous structure. On the contrary, the kink observed at the R14-15 linker
region in the SAXS-based model of the R11-15 fragment was maintained in the dystrophin–F-actin complex. Interactive docking led to a continuous contact of both filaments on a dystrophin track defined from R11 helix B to R12 helix A, and from R13 helix B to R14 helix C. These results are in agreement with the experimental data collected earlier.

Interactive fit of SAXS-based models into APBS potential grids: how to create a theoretical complex using guidelines obtained from systematic low-resolution docking and combined with mutagenesis experiments

The low-resolution and rigid explorations of the association between nNOS structures and the R16-17 SAXS-based models showed three preferential relative orientations of the PDZ towards the dystrophin fragment (ranked #1, #2 and #6). All three displayed a good correlation with the contact surface identified indirectly on dystrophin by our recent theoretical study (34) and through the mutagenesis experiments performed in vitro and in vivo by Lai and coworkers (10). In comparison to this contact data, the fraction of native contacts in the molecular complexes obtained here are respectively 53%, 43%, and 60%. However, even if the PDZ surface in contact with the R16-17 fragment seemed well-defined, the relative orientation of the nNOS PDZ subdomain towards the dystrophin fragment itself remained unfocused, with two of these poses head-to-tail.

The interactive docking experiments associating the nNOS PDZ subdomain to the R16-17 dystrophin fragment (Fig. 4) used the protocol previously detailed for dystrophin/F-actin docking, but with a major change. This time, in addition to dystrophin’s flexibility, we also considered the relative flexibility of the receptor (R16-17), as both proteins are represented by an aENM. To avoid sliding or rotation of the receptor aENM model towards its APBS potential grid, the terminal-end Cα atoms of the dystrophin fragment were fixed (spatial restraint). The use of such a rigid-flexible heterogeneous aENM model enabled, upon interactive docking, a smooth modulation of the kink characterized experimentally in the SAXS shape at the R16-17 linker region. Long-range driving of the PDZ ligand to the target surface highlighted experimentally is not trivial given the poor contribution of electrostatics expected in the association of the two proteins (34). In these conditions, the three best poses produced by rigid docking were used as starting positions for the PDZ subdomain. Therefore, interactive experiments operate as a precise exploration of the alternative poses, allowing for rapid and accurate convergence on the most probable association mode, completed with online visual checks. The flexible adaptation of both molecular surfaces to each other was observed in each interactive simulation. This interactive flexible approach enabled a better match of the complex initially ranked #6 by the Attract function score. The fraction of native contacts in this final molecular complex is 80%, corresponding to an increase of 20% over the corresponding Attract pose. This result underlines the usefulness of flexible modelling in the docking approach.

Upon the interactive exploration of the three best alternative Attract poses, we tried to rank them by perturbation/relaxation trials. Online visualization of the docking simulation confirmed the PDZ pose ranked #1 as being poorly stabilized despite its
good Attract score. The pose ranked #6 by Attract was selected by BioSpring as the most probable lowest energy position of the nNOS subdomain towards the R16-17 dystrophin fragment. Pose #2 was observed as an intermediate stage between pose #1 and #6. Indeed, it could be highly relevant to hypothesise that the two less stabilized poses are transient orientations of the PDZ enabling it to reach its best association mode with dystrophin R16-17.

Interactive fit of high-resolution structures into pseudo-density data: a generic and efficient method to perform all-atom reconstruction of coarse-grain models

All-atom final reconstruction of the full ternary complex was completed either (i) by a fragment-building strategy using a lowest-RMSD superimposition onto the coarse-grained models previously obtained, followed by a short energy minimization step, or by (ii) a volumetric data fit using an all-atom aENM positioned into a grid derived from the coarse-grained models (Fig. 5A). The second approach turned out to be the most efficient for yielding reliable models in the shortest time. This quick coarse-grain to all-atom reconstruction method using BioSpring enabled us to propose structurally-stable high-resolution models of dystrophin-F-actin and nNOS-dystrophin complexes obtained from low-resolution interactive docking simulations. The ternary macromolecular complex was obtained by superimposition (lowest RMSD on Cα) of these two atomic models onto the SAXS-based R11-17 dystrophin model (Fig. 5B).

Discussion

Exploring molecular plasticity: modelling biomolecules under the control of experimental data as if they were clay

Using the BioSpring software as a powerful model builder enabled us to confirm the robustness of the aENM approach to a user-imposed local deformation of the driving and shaping of biomolecules through interactive simulation. Molecular object inertia or heterogeneous response to the forces applied uniformly to a set of particles can be overcome by pre-selecting the interactive ensemble. An approach consisting of preferential interaction on a selection of protein backbone particles leads to less deformed structures and to a better haptic response, as the particles are more closely connected due to the higher particle-density in their neighbourhood. The models’ quality was also enhanced by a multi-cut-off spring-network design which avoids molecular distortion to a very high degree. We also verified that the non-bonding terms (steric and electrostatics) set in the aENM efficiently counterbalance the tendency of ENM to remain in its initial conformation. For instance, the flexibility of the R11-15 model enabled us to induce conformational changes to dystrophin upon its complexation with F-actin.

We should emphasize that molecular packing and folding is not only rendered by the steric term associated to a particle’s volume, but they are also structurally encoded by springs in the aENM. Steric clashes, and more seriously structural collapse, are thus easily avoided upon molecular docking or volumetric data fitting when compared to what can be observed with other fitting methods such as MDFF (35). BioSpring interactive docking into volumetric data enables the calculation of either intra-
molecular or inter-molecular interactions using non-bonding terms of the aENM representation, in contrast to a simple volume match guided by a density map. This considerably improves the quality of the flexible fit under experimental volumetric restraints, notably aiding in the judicious placing of loops in biomolecular models. We tested BioSpring experiments as an efficient and quick generic method for multi-scale reconstruction by generalizing the approach, combining flexible molecular models and a spatial distribution fitting frame. The speed and the reliability of the models fit convergence into the volumetric target also make an offline procedure possible. This is comparable to the recently-published Internal Coordinates Flexible Fitting (ICFF) method (36), which is several orders of magnitude faster than a Molecular Dynamics approach such as MDFF. However, detailed information about flexible regions is required before using the ICFF method to its full efficiency. Our more generic aENM approach allows limited flexibility in amplitude but does not necessarily impose the set of a pre-defined flexible ensemble, since the regions bearing an increased flexibility are intrinsically related to regions with lower density of particles. BioSpring is still also much quicker than MDFF thanks to coarse-graining and code optimization (OpenCL).

A possible limitation in the long-range driving in interactive docking experiments could arise either from biomolecular system size and complexity or from a lack of importance of electrostatics in the association of the two studied partners. By displaying experimental contacts on the ligand and/or the receptor, the interactive docking procedure was revealed to be more rapid and more accurate than without them. The interactive procedure enabled us also to drive the association by proposing complex moves that are difficult or impossible to set up with traditional or offline docking approaches. For instance, during dystrophin-actin docking, the rotation of a part of the filament around its main axis (R12-13) was necessary to achieve a reliable match with data proposed by experimental contact mapping. Moreover, distancing a ligand subdomain from an unwanted position in the proximity of the receptor, as performed for the R15 repeat towards F-actin, is not easy to achieve in traditional docking programs, usually because they intrinsically force the matching of both the ligand and the receptor.

It is logical to note that the correlation between the experimental data increased if the flexibility was also extended from the ligand to the receptor contact surface, simply keeping its backbone fixed. The modelling of biomolecular matter can be easily set up by the design of a rigid/flexible heterogeneous construction from the BioSpring software commands, which distinguish between static and dynamic particle sets. This BioSpring option enabled us to considerably speed up the interactive calculation rate for very large systems, with the simulation being faster in proportion to a smaller size of the dynamic particle set.

**Exploring the dystrophin’s interactome: modelling the protein complex formed in the region of a hotspot of a genetic pathology.**

In the final ternary complex, three major observations brought crucial understanding to the macromolecular system involving dystrophin. The first concerns the weak contacts of the R15 repeat with F-actin and of the R16 repeat with nNOS. Those two
repeats seem to be important for structuring the dystrophin filament, but also emphasize a structural frontier between the contact positions of each protein partner. This may be related to the atypical feature of the R15-16 linker region, a loop twelve-residues long which is probably at the origin of its in vitro instability. The second observation highlighted by our macromolecular model deals with the relative positioning of dystrophin and actin filaments with respect to each other. While the N-terminal end of dystrophin R11-15 fragment is laid out parallel to the F-actin, mainly interacting with only one of the two actin filaments, the C-terminal end kinks at the linker regions of the final repeats, disengaging from F-actin. This contact pattern extends along a distance of 150 Å and with a coiling of both dystrophin and actin filaments over an angle of 180°. This observation is compatible with both of the F-actin isoforms considered in our study, and indicates that dystrophin does not seem to bridge the two dimerizing filaments of F-actin. The third main observation concerns the relative positioning of F-actin towards the nNOS PDZ subdomain. In the final macromolecular complex, the dystrophin R11-17 contact surfaces interacting with F-actin and nNOS are oriented in a similar manner. This could emphasize the structuring of another interaction subdomain, that of the potential regions in contact with phospholipids. In the truncated BMD forms of dystrophin, this polarised 3D organisation could be affected, resulting in the loss of efficiency in dystrophin’s essential role as a scaffold protein for the muscle cell membrane.

Conclusion

The interactive flexible method based on the BioSpring software and presented here allows one to easily swap from a one-residue coarse-grain level (SAXS molecular shape in the Gasbor method) to the Attract coarse-grain level, finally coming up with a high-resolution molecular description. The approach is a highly reliable multi-resolution model builder for the construction of large molecular assemblies. In the future, the interactive simulations of the fitting of molecular models to SAXS data could be greatly improved by an instant display of the scattering curve calculated for a given state of the aENM.

We present here the first models of dystrophin fragments in solution, based on SAXS measurements. We also associate, using an interactive flexible docking approach, the dystrophin R11-15 SAXS model with the F-actin atomic structure, obtaining a final macromolecular complex that correlates well with experimental contact mapping. We also propose the first molecular model for the association of dystrophin R16-17 to the nNOS PDZ subdomain, which is well supported by in vitro and in vivo data. The ternary complex involving the BMD hotspot region of dystrophin (R11-17) with two of its main protein partners was modelled by combining theoretical and experimental information, leading to a highly-reliable structural model.

Availability

The BioSpring software is an open source program available online at http://sourceforge.net/projects/biospring.

Supporting information
Figure representing Attract docking starting points and table for the SAVES structural analysis are accessible as supplementary data.
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Figures

Figure 1: The interaction between dystrophin, nNOS and F-Actin. Structural information for the nNOS-PDZ domain and F-Actin filaments are respectively provided by X-ray diffraction and CryoEM experiments. PDB codes are 1QAU for nNOS and 3MFP or 3G37 for F-Actin. Dystrophin structural data were obtained in solution from Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) or in silico from homology modelling followed by molecular dynamics optimization.
Figure 2A: Protocol for building a coarse-grained augmented Elastic Network Model (aENM) of the R16-17 repeat fragment of dystrophin. From the all-atom homology model provided by the i-TASSER server, a low-resolution model was obtained using the Attract force field parameters developed by Zacharias et al (23). A multi-cut-off spring network can be designed to discriminate between the most flexible and the most rigid regions. Here we chose to stabilize secondary ($\alpha$-helices) and ternary (coiled-coil) structures. The completion of an aENM model is possible through combining the steric and charge parameters assigned to the pseudo-atoms with the springs defining the ENM.
Figure 2B: (Top row) Schematic representation of BioSpring’s interactive molecular dynamic processing of the R11-15 and R16-17 dystrophin fragments at low-resolution. For aENM, helices HA are yellow, helices HB are blue, and helices HC are green. The red spot represents the N-terminal end; coils are gray. SAXS shapes were obtained from the GASBORG program of the ATSAS suite then converted to pseudo-density maps for driving the aENM model into the volumetric data. (Bottom row) Fragment reconstruction of an all-atom model is performed by superimposition onto the coarse-grain model then finalized by an optimization into the pseudo-density maps. The full-length filament is obtained by bridging the two SAXS-based models with an molecular dynamics-derived model of the R15-16 fragment, unavailable experimentally.
Figure 3: (Top) Starting point for Interactive Flexible Low-Resolution Docking. A dystrophin fragment (R11-15) is modelled by aENM shown here as red van der Waals spheres (coarse grain particles) and yellow sticks (springs). The actin filament's molecular surface (PDB code 3G37) is shown shading either from yellow to green by increasing probability of contact with dystrophin as indicated by Attract docking results, or from white (hydrophilic) to black (hydrophobic) according to Molecular Hydrophobicity Potential (MHP) provided Platinum server (32). The electrostatic potentials calculated using APBS software (27) are shown for +/- 50 kTe isosurfaces and are blue (+) or red (-). These visual representations can be used to guide the user in the interactive experiments. (Bottom) Best pose of the R11-15 fragment after optimization of the aENM model into the potential grid computed for the actin filament structure. In the R11-15 dystrophin regions yellow residues are not protected against trypsin digestion upon the interaction of the protein with small unilamellar vesicles.
Figure 4: (Top) Starting point for Interactive Flexible Low-Resolution Docking. The dystrophin fragment (repeats R16-17) is shown with a molecular surface shading from white (hydrophilic) to black (hydrophobic) according to Platinum MHP (32). APBS potentials (27) are +/- 50 kTe isosurfaces shown respectively in blue and red. The nNOS-PDZ subdomain is simulated by an aENM in yellow van der Waals spheres. The green spheres highlight the contact regions defined by mutagenesis performed in vitro and in vivo by Lai et al. (Bottom) The nNOS:Dystrophin complex obtained after interactive BioSpring docking, showing the best correlation with the experimental contact mapping. The blue phantom envelope corresponds to one of the best poses, based on complex energy and weighted after clustering, obtained from systematic rigid low-resolution docking (Attract).
Figure 5A: BioSpring protocol for the atomic reconstruction of the low-resolution model obtained from interactive flexible docking. (Top left) The final position of the coarse-grain aENM in the molecular complex converted into a pseudo density map. (Top right) The atomic aENM is superimposed (Cα RMSD) onto this same coarse-grain aENM final position. (Bottom left) The atomic aENM is driven into the pseudo density map. (Bottom right) The final atomic model is obtained after a few seconds of interactive BioSpring simulation.
Figure 5B: Final ternary complex obtained by the association of dystrophin to F-actin and nNOS. Dystrophin is red, F-actin (PDB code 3G37) is green, and nNOS is yellow. The complex was developed by combining theoretical and experimental biostructural data with an interactive flexible approach.
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